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Ok, now that we've got some basic code to check our input, we
need to check to see if our ship has any weapons, and if it does,
what kind they are. The first part is done in the function
'check_weapon', which you can call as follows: Select all starsector-
core\data\world\entities\ships.entities ship entities in the world, and
copy 'default_ship_data.csv' into the mod's ship_data.csv in the
appropriate folder. Pop open the contents of 'starsector-core/data'
to that folder in a text editor, and paste in the ship data you just
copied. Go to the folder you just created, and create a new folder
called'sprites' inside it. Go to the folder you just saved ship_data.csv
in, and copy all the files from the starsector-core/graphics/stations
folder except 'planet_earthen_scapes2.png'. Paste the image in your
new folder. It should be around the same size as the other textures,
but this one has a lot more detail. Save the file, and add it to
the'ship' section of settings.json's textures array. Unzip the mod's
contents. The install folder should contain a folder named data with
a bunch of text files named ship_data.csv and weapon_data.csv. Go
ahead and open up those files in the same text editor you used
earlier. Do the same as you did before with setting_ship.txt to
change the description and weapon descriptions, then load up the
mod's install folder and launch starsector. #Starsector is a third
person space combat game set in a science fiction universe. Play for
free now. #Starsector is an Open Source project under the GNU
General Public License. # Starsector is licensed under a modified
version of the GPLv3+.
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